
 

magmasoft magma 5.2 download - Magma is the world's most popular .NET IDE for Windows, Mac, and Linux. It includes a large variety of tools to create GUI applications for desktop computers and web projects with ASP.NET MVC, ASP.NET Web Forms or PHP/MySQL/JavaScript/HTML5 backends.- This latest version has many cool features that are worth checking out!

This latest release adds support for remote debugging of Azure apps on Linux / macOS / Windows by using Visual Studio Code remote debug connection.- The new F# language support has been extended to the core editor so you can create F# scripts in project files other than forms files. Other new features include: - A new Quick Open feature makes it easier to use an existing F# script in your
current project. Just open the existing script in Visual Studio Code, and you’ll see the script dialog with syntax highlighting, breakpoints, error markers, watch expressions, folding mode, etc.- There are some improvements that are more minor but still very useful. Here is a list of stuff that has been changed since 5.1:-

Since the last major release (5.0), support for F# interactive (.fsi) files has been added to Visual Studio Code editor. You can create F# interactive files with any .NET language that uses the Roslyn compiler library (C#, VB.NET, etc.), and you can use .fsi files in any pure-F# project. F# interactive files provide an interactive environment for experimenting with F# code snippets, and they are often
used for "quick-and-dirty" coding or testing out snippets.-

The new query editor provides features to work with SQL statement queries. It supports the following major languages: C#, VB.NET, F#, Python, PL/SQL and T-SQL. It provides template SQL queries, formatting and auto-complete features. It also has the capability to add inline values to a query and add comments in the query text. The query editor supports SQL Server 2008 and higher, Oracle,
MySQL/MariaDB, PostgreSQL, SQLite.

This feature will help developers when they work with large project files in real time. This allows them to work more effectively by enabling them to quickly jump between different parts of a file and use GoToBookmark functionality in the editor.
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